# Diesel Technology

## Truck Chassis Systems Certificate

Contributes to an AAS degree

## Classes include:

- **AUTI 111**—Electrical Systems 1
- **TRCK 100**—Diesel Preventative Maintenance
- **TRCK 101**—Heavy Truck Steering and Suspension
- **TRCK 121**—Heavy Truck Brakes
- **TRCK 125**—Heavy Truck Trans/Differential
- **TRCK 127**—Heavy Truck Engine Repair

The Diesel/Heavy Truck Chassis Systems certificate program is an intensive competency based program that will prepare the student for an entry level position in the heavy truck repair environment. The technical certificate includes various areas a repair technician must be competent in to repair the high tech vehicles of today's trucking industry. With local and national partnerships, the potential for employment after completing this program is outstanding. The Heavy Truck repair industry is a growing sector in Indiana which we expect to expand at a consistent basis for the years to come.

## Total Credits 18

For more information:

**Nick Goodnight**  
260-480-4293  
ngoodnight@ivytech.edu

https://www.ivytech.edu/diesel-tech  
IvyTech.edu/fortwayne  
(888) IVY-LINE